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Forward-Looking Statements
Except for the historical information contained herein, certain matters in this presentation including, but not limited to, statements as to: our growth and growth
drivers; our market opportunities and TAM; the benefits, impact and performance of: GPU computing, mobile-cloud, AI, autonomous vehicles, and our products,
technologies and programs; the growth of gaming; the popularity of eSports expanding the gaming market; new AAA titles driving graphics-rich gaming; HDR, 4K,
and VR fueling demand for more computing power; AI powering a new wave of automation; the impact of smart cameras; our position to drive multiple large
markets; our strategies; market trends; future financial results, estimates and forecasts; and other predictions and estimates are forward-looking statements within
the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements and any other forward-looking statements that go beyond
historical facts that are made in this presentation are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially. Important factors that
could cause actual results to differ materially include: global economic conditions; our reliance on third parties to manufacture, assemble, package and test our
products; the impact of technological development and competition; development of new products and technologies or enhancements to our existing products and
technologies; market acceptance of our products or our partners’ products; design, manufacturing or software defects; changes in consumer preferences and
demands; changes in industry standards and interfaces; unexpected loss of performance of our products or technologies when integrated into systems and other
factors. For a complete discussion of factors that could materially affect our financial results and operations, please refer to the reports we file from time to time
with the SEC, including our Form 10-Q for the fiscal period ended July 30, 2017. Copies of reports we file with the SEC are posted on our website and are available
from NVIDIA without charge. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and speak only as of September 11, 2017, based on
information currently available to us. Except as required by law, NVIDIA disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect future events
or circumstances.
Financial Measures
This presentation contains historical revenue amounts for certain of our market platforms and businesses which provides investors with additional information to
supplement the segment reporting information contained in our Form 10-K for the fiscal period ended January 29, 2017. In addition to U.S. GAAP financials, this
presentation includes non-GAAP financial measures. These non-GAAP financial measures are in addition to, and not a substitute for or superior to, measures of
financial performance prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. These non-GAAP measures include non-GAAP gross margin, non-GAAP operating margin, and free
cash flow. These reconciliations adjust the related GAAP financial measures to exclude stock-based compensation, legal settlement, product warranty charge,
acquisition-related costs, contributions, restructuring and other charges, gains from non-affiliated investments, interest expense related to amortization of debt
discount, loss on early debt conversions, and the associated tax impact of these items, where applicable. Free cash flow is calculated as GAAP net cash provided by
operating activities less purchases of property and equipment and intangible assets. See the Appendix for a reconciliation between each non-GAAP measure and the
most comparable GAAP measure.
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GPU COMPUTING —
THE NEXT 1,000X

GPU computing is the path forward
post Moore’s law — delivering a
1,000X performance boost by 2025.
NVIDIA pioneered GPU computing
with the invention of CUDA and the
creation of a global ecosystem of
developers.
After two decades of advancing GPU
computing, NVIDIA is uniquely
positioned to drive multiple large
markets — gaming, VR, cloud, AI,
autonomous machines.
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GROWING INTO MULTIPLE LARGE MARKETS
Gaming
+51%

Datacenter

Pro Viz
+9%

$2,500

+181%
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$440M

$2,000

Auto
+22%

(HPC, Cloud, AI)

$825M
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$282M

YTD FY17

YTD FY18

YTD FY17

YTD FY18

Revenue in millions. YTD FY17 and YTD FY18 represents the first six months of each fiscal year.
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4 YEARS OF MARGIN EXPANSION AND
CASH GENERATION
Gross Margin
~400 bps

Free Cash Flow
Growing 2.5x

Operating Margin
Doubling

60%

35%

$2.00

59%
30%

58%

$1.9B

34%
$1.50

25%
56%

$1.00

55%

20%

$580M

16%

54%

$0.50

15%

52%

$0.00

10%
FY14

YTD FY18

FY14

YTD FY18

FY14

LTM

Gross margin, operating margin, and FCF are non-GAAP measures | YTD FY18 represents first six months of the fiscal year
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EXPANDING ADDRESSABLE OPPORTUNITY
— Harvard Biz Review

Gaming

$100B

$75B

$100B

$7B
TAM

$30B
TAM

$8B
TAM

AI / Datacenter

Autonomous Vehicles

*Broader market sizing includes systems and software; Target Addressable Market (TAM) includes direct silicon opportunity.
Gaming and AI / Datacenter estimates are for 2020; Autonomous Vehicle estimates are for 2025.
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GEFORCE — THE #1
PLATFORM IN $100B
GAMING INDUSTRY
Gaming is the world’s largest
entertainment industry. With 200M
gamers, NVIDIA is the largest
gaming platform. With 3X revenue
over the last 5 years, it’s growing
strong.
The popularity of eSports will
expand the market. New AAA titles
will drive graphics-rich gaming.
HDR, 4K and VR are fueling the
demand for more computing power.
Gaming is now a social medium.
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REACHING THE NEXT
BILLION GAMERS

Mobile-cloud is bringing gaming
to billions.
Max-Q design sets a new standard
for thin, fast, quiet gaming laptops.

Max-Q Design

GeForce NOW, “a Netflix for
games”, extends reach to Mac users
and provides a foothold in the
cloud gaming future.

GeForce NOW
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INVENTING
VIRTUAL REALITY

New technologies are growing our
lead in professional graphics.
eGPU: Brings full power GPUs to
notebook PCs for 25M designers.

AI for Graphics

Holodeck: Future of Design

Optix 5.0: Supercharges rendering
performance with AI.

Holodeck: Physics-based VR
environment where teams can
interact with large-scale 3D models.

eGPU
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This is the era of AI.
GPU computing powers the computation required
for deep neural networks to learn to recognize
patterns from massive amounts of data. GPU
programmability gives developers flexibility in this
rapidly evolving, nascent industry.

AI REVOLUTIONIZING
EVERY INDUSTRY

We’ve built an end-to-end platform to advance AI,
from purpose-built processors to software to fully
integrated systems.

We advance fundamental AI research and fuel the
AI ecosystem by working closely with developers,
researchers, and startups.
We aim to democratize AI, so that every company
in every industry can benefit from its power.
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NVIDIA ADVANCING
THE NEXT ERA
OF COMPUTING

INFERENCING
6000

1000

5000

images/second

800

AI TFLOPS

CUDA programming model opened
up the GPU to general purpose
computing; deep learning is its
killer app.

TRAINING

600

400
200
0

Tesla V100, based on Volta,
120 TeraFLOPS processor.
cuDNN and TensorRT software
optimize for deep learning training
and inferencing.

20ms

3000

10ms

2000

7ms

7ms

P4

V100

1000
0
8x K80

8x TITAN X

DGX-1

DGX-1V

GPU programmability is suited for
rapidly evolving market: new
algorithms, new apps every day.

Volta GPUs: A quantum leap for AI.

4000

Broadwell

Skylake
(projected)

ResNet-50

cuDNN

TensorRT
CUDA
GPU
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NVIDIA IS THE PLATFORM
OF AI PIONEERS

Other

IT Services

M&E
Auto

Cultivating the AI ecosystem at the
source: researchers, startups,
developers.
NVAIL program fosters the work of
the world’s top 20 AI research
universities.

Health

IVA, Drones,
Robotics

Education

NVIDIA Inception:
1,300 Deep Learning Startups

NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute

NVIDIA Inception program nurtures
more than 1,300 deep learning
startups.
NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute
offers curriculum to teach deep
learning to engineers.

NVAIL: Pioneers of AI Research
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NVIDIA AI
REVOLUTIONIZES
$3T IT INDUSTRY
Democratizing AI: GPU computing
is the most pervasive platform.
Our GPU architecture spans across
every AI computer.

Every Framework

Every Cloud

We integrate and optimize every
deep learning framework.

Every major systems company and
cloud service provider offers GPU
servers.
NVIDIA GPU Cloud will give AI
developers access to our
comprehensive software stack.
Every AI Computer: Cloud, Datacenter, Cars, Edge
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NVIDIA AI
REVOLUTIONIZES
$10T TRANSPORTATION
INDUSTRY
NVIDIA DRIVE PX: Scalable
architecture for L3 semiautonomous to L4 fully autonomous
to L5 driverless robotaxis.

Perception

Localization

Planning

DRIVE OS
DRIVEWORKS
(CUDA, cuDNN, TensorRT)

DRIVE PX
AI Car Computer

DriveWorks: cuDNN and TensorRT
optimized for deep learning
training and inferencing.
Drive AV: Software modules for
autonomous driving — perception,
localization, planning.
DRIVE PX — L3 to L5
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AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE
LEADERS ADOPT
DRIVE PX 2

CAR COMPANIES

TIER 1 SUPPLIERS

225 companies currently developing
with DRIVE PX.
The most innovative car companies.

The largest automotive suppliers.

MAPPING

SENSORS

Every HD mapping company, major
sensor companies.
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NVIDIA AI
REVOLUTIONIZES
$5T MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRY
With only 10% of manufacturing
tasks automated, AI will power a
new wave of automation.
NVIDIA Jetson TX2: An embedded AI
supercomputer, 1 TeraFLOPS of
performance.

FANUC “Factory of the Future” on NVIDIA

Isaac AI Robot Simulator

Isaac AI robot simulator: Trains
robots in a physics-based VR
environment.
Result: Intelligent machines that
can perform nuanced tasks with
humans in complex environments.

Jetson TX2
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EVERY INDUSTRY WILL BE
REVOLUTIONIZED BY AI
Image of roads?

Every industry has awoken to AI.

AI Cities: 1B smart cameras
worldwide by 2020 will make cities
safer, smarter.

Safer Roads

Smarter Cities

AI Healthcare: AI is transforming
the spectrum of care, from
detection to diagnosis to
treatment.

Advanced Healthcare
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GPU computing is the path forward post Moore’s law —
delivering a 1,000X performance boost by 2025.
NVIDIA pioneered GPU computing with the invention of
CUDA and the creation of a global ecosystem of developers.

GPU COMPUTING —
THE NEXT 1,000X

Uniquely positioned to drive multiple large markets:
NVIDIA is the #1 gaming platform — driving the
world’s largest entertainment industry.
NVIDIA is the #1 AI platform — leading a new
computing era.
NVIDIA is the #1 AV platform — revolutionizing the
$10T global transportation industry.
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RECONCILIATION OF NON-GAAP TO GAAP
FINANCIAL MEASURES
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RECONCILIATION OF NON-GAAP TO GAAP
FINANCIAL MEASURES
GROSS MARGIN
($ IN MILLIONS &
MARGIN PERCENTAGE)

FY14

YTD FY18

NON-GAAP

STOCK-BASED
COMPENSATION (A)

PRODUCT WARRANTY
(B)

OTHER
(C)

GAAP

$2,274

(11)

8

(3)

$2,268

55.1%

(0.3)

0.2

(0.1)

54.9%

$2,460

(8)

—

—

$2,452

59.0%

(0.2)

—

—

58.8%

A. Stock-based compensation charge was allocated to cost of goods sold.
B. Consists of the release of warranty reserve balance and warranty charge associated with a product recall.
C. Consists of legal settlement and other related costs.

RECONCILIATION OF NON-GAAP TO GAAP
FINANCIAL MEASURES (CONTD.)
OPERATING MARGIN
($ IN MILLIONS &
MARGIN PERCENTAGE)

FY14
YTD FY18

A.
B.
C.
D.

NON-GAAP

STOCK-BASED
COMPENSATION
(A)

PRODUCT
WARRANTY
(B)

ACQUISITIONRELATED ITEMS
(C)

OTHER
(D)

GAAP

$664

(137)

8

(32)

(7)

$496

16.1%

(3.3)

0.2

(0.8)

(0.2)

12.0%

$1,410

(158)

—

(8)

(2)

$1,242

33.8%

(3.8)

—

(0.2)

—

29.8%

Stock-based compensation charge was allocated to cost of goods sold, research and development expense, and sales, general and administrative expense.
Consists of the release of warranty reserve balance and warranty charge associated with a product recall.
Consists of amortization of acquisition-related intangible assets, transaction costs, and other credits related to acquisitions.
Comprises of legal settlement costs, contributions, and restructuring and other charges.

RECONCILIATION OF NON-GAAP TO GAAP
FINANCIAL MEASURES (CONTD.)
($ IN MILLIONS)

FY 2014

LTM

GAAP net cash flow provided by operating activities

$835

$2,140

Purchase of property and equipment
and intangible assets

(255)

(198)

Free cash flow

$580

$1,942

